
Narrabeen Lake (Lagoon)
Narrabeen Lake (more properly termed a Lagoon) is located behind Narrabeen
Beach on Sydney’s Northern Beaches. It has an area of 2.3 sq km and average
depth of 2.3 m. The volume of water held in the lake is 5,252 ML, fed from a
surrounding catchment of 52 sq km. The entrance of the lake to the sea is
sometimes closed by sand drift. Click on images for more information.

Points of Sailing - Narrabeen Race Courses
The area where the Club sails at Narrabeen Lake is restricted by nearby beds of seagrass and other public
aquatic activies near Jamieson Park. As a result, four rounding buoys are always deployed in the same
diamond pattern, designated North, South East and West Marks. A fifth buoy is set about 12 m north of the
South Mark to form the Pin End of the Start Line.

This arrangement is unlike most yacht race courses, which are usually set such that the first leg and
rounding mark are directly upwind of the start line. Depending on the season and the weather conditions
on the day, wind direction can range from W and NW through to NE and E. This makes for very interesting
sailing, particularly as the direction of mark rounding (starbord or port) and the specific course are changed
from race to race. Sailors have an opportunity to utilise almost every point of sailing over a day's races - and
need to keep their wits about them to "sail the right course".

The Race Official nominates the particular course to be sailed prior to each race. There is a defined set of
race courses from which the Race Official selects. Diagrams illustrating these courses appear in Narrabeen
Race Coursessand are reproduced at the bottom this page.
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